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This appropriately named forecasting technique is

 

basically subjective in nature and may thus be
 looked on suspiciously by devotees of the probabi

listic school. But this method guards against many
 of the drawbacks of earlier estimating techniques—

THE DELPHI TECHNIQUE: IMPLEMENTATION

 
IN THE CORPORATE ENVIRONMENT

by Robert M. Campbell
Lear Siegler, Inc.

and David Hitchin
University of Southern California

The rapid tempo of technolog



ical and cultural changes in our
 society has heightened the interest

 of corporate planners in long-range
 forecasting. As the need for more

 sophisticated corporate planning
 has become evident, the search for
 systematic approaches that will

 yield reliable information about
 future events has intensified.

It is the purpose of this article to

 
present a new but proven approach

 to long-range forecasting, the Del
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phi Technique. This technique has

 

been developed, tested, and found
 

to
 be an extremely effective meth 

od of forecasting future events in
 both business and governmental

 organizations.
The Delphi Technique was first

 
developed as a method of integrat

ing the opinions of experts without
 sacrificing or compromising indi

viduals’ suggestions and ideas—as
 is so often the case when commit
tees are assigned the task of com



piling a long-range forecast.1 Ori



ginally used by the military to an
swer such questions as, “What

1 This technique was first described by
Olaf Helmer and Nicholas Rescher, 

“

On  
the Epistemology of the Inexact Sci

ences,
”

 Management Science, Vol. VI,  
No. 1, October, 1959; Norman Delkey

 and Olaf Helmer, “An Experimental
 Application of the Delphi Method to the

 Use of Experts,” Management 
Science, Vol. IX, No. 3, 

April,
 1963.
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Information can be evaluated on its merit, without influence of personalities.

would be the effect of a nuclear

 

attack on major 
U.

 S. cities?”, this  
technique has since been adopted

 
to

 answer such industry-related  
questions as “What impact on our

 product lines can be anticipated as
 a result of increased leisure time?”2

3 This study is reported in Robert Camp



bell, A Methodological Study of the Util
ization of Experts in Business Forecast

ing. Ph.D. dissertation, University of
 California, Los Angeles, August, 1966.

The Delphi Technique requires

 

that a panel of experts on the sub
ject under study be selected. These
 individuals are then asked to inde
pendently develop their best an

swers to the questions being asked,
 for example, to forecast changes

 within a specific industry or tech
nology. In addition, they are re-

2

 

For a description of how the Delphi  
Technique was adapted to determining

 the relative importance of cultural con
straints on business enterprises in foreign

 countries see Richard N. Farmer and
 Barry M. Richman, Comparative Man

agement 
and

 Economic Progress, Rich 
ard D. Irwin, Inc., Homewood, Ill., 1965,

 pp. 329-339.
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quired to make their underlying

 

assumptions explicit and to iden
tify any source material that they

 would find helpful in refining and
 improving their answers. After

 their first answers are completed,
 each expert is given the composite

 replies of the group, together with
 the other experts’ assumptions and
 their own requested additional in
formation, if it is available. The
 names of the individual panel

 members are not associated with
 the opinions provided. Successive

 revisions of the original forecasts
 are undertaken following this pro

cedure. Finally, a composite fore
cast is compiled.

Forecast without bias

By means of this technique, in



formation can be evaluated by the
 experts strictly on its own merit

 without the evaluation’s being in
fluenced by the personalities and
 status of the contributors. Through

 objective, critical evaluation of all
 information, independent thought

 can be systematically developed
 and compiled to formulate a group

 answer to the question under study.
 The method has the advantage of
 involving many individuals without

 the disadvantages of the commit
tee method, which frequently re

sults in composite problem solving
 that is skewed by the status levels

 and reputations of the members 
of the committee involved in the de

cision making process. When com
pared to committee forecasting

 methods, the Delphi Technique
 has been found to result in sub
stantially improved forecasts.3 For

 

this reason, the technique is pro



posed here as an appropriate and
 promising long-range forecasting

 method that is likely to result in
 improved forecasting and planning

 if it is properly applied by organi
zations currently relying on indi

vidual forecasters or forecasts by
 committees.

However, the success of the Del


phi Technique depends on two cri

tical factors:

•

 

the choice of experts to serve on  
the panels

•

 

the way in which the technique  
is implemented.

For this reason, the selection of

 

experts and the organizational rela
tionships between the panels of ex

perts and the rest of the top plan
ning and decision making bodies

 in the organizat
i

on are examined in  
some detail in this article. Finally,

 the article presents the application
 of this technique to forecasting the
 future external environment of the
 

firm
 and the evolution of its prod 

uct 
lines.

Panel selection

The forecast planner’s selection

 

of the forecast panel of experts is
 of primary importance to the suc

cess of the forecasting effort. Ex
hibit 1 on page 39 illustrates sev

eral of the most important group
 composition requirements

 
that must  

be considered when selecting fore
casters for specific forecasting

 tasks. Which participants are most
 appropriate for the forecast panels

 depends on the nature of the com
pany’s forecasting. 

A
 number of in 

teresting differences in participant
 composition can be noted. For ex

ample, as a corporation’s forecast
ing requirements change from

 broadening current applications of
 existing technologies to identifying

38 Management Services
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Specific Corporate

 

Orientation to the
 Future

Specialized
 

Expertise

Less
 

Specialized
 Expertise

Close to

 

Specialized
Informal

 

Fields  and
Generalists

 
Interests

Widely

 

Diversified
 and Inter

 disciplinary Exrap


olative
Creative
Conjecture

a Broadened Applications

 

of Existing Technologies
High High High Low High High Medium

b New Alternatives
Evolving from Existing
Knowledge

Medium
Medium

 

to
 High

High Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium

c New Alternatives

 

Evolving from New
 Knowledge Derived from

 
Tr

ends of Research  
Analysis and Social

 Developments

Low Medium High High
Medium

 

to
 Low

High
Medium

 

to High

d New Alternatives

 

Evolving from New
 Knowledge Derived

 Strictly from Responsible
 Educated Conjecture

Low
Medium

 

to
 Low

High High Low High Low High

e New Alternatives 

from 

Creative Conjecture
 Not Discernible from

 Any Existing Knowledge

Low Low High High low High low High

more abstract future conditions not

 

readily discernible from existing
 knowledge, forecast group compo

sition requirements change radi
cally. As forecast needs vary from
 the concrete to the abstract, the
 importance of empirical data di
minishes rapidly; also, forecasters

 with specialized skills must be re
placed by informed generalists,
 capable of operating without em

pirical evidence but with disci
plined imaginations to evaluate

 diversified sources of qualitative
 information. Obviously, the use of
 interdisciplinary teams of experts

 in long-range forecasting is likely
 to become more fruitful 

as
 the na 

ture of the forecast becomes more
 abstract.

This exhibit illustrates the di


verse forecast group composition

 requirements to which the corpo
rate planner must direct consider



able attention in designing particu



lar forecast programs. His selection
 of participants is of primary impor

tance to the total forecasting pro
gram.

Determining whether or not to

 
use corporate personnel on the

 forecasting panels is a major deci
sion facing the forecast planner.

 Firms with the required reservoir
 of knowledge and creativity should

 actively exploit such in-house in
formation sources during the long-

 range forecasting process. Often,
 however, the attitude of manage

ment toward its personnel will play
 a large role in determining the na
ture of the forecasting panels. For
 example, those companies with

 qualified experts may not make full
 use of them if management lacks

 the necessary confidence in its per
sonnel. This is, of course, unfortu

nate, and it could prove very costly
 

to

 the future of the organization.
The actual makeup of the panels

 of experts to be used in forecasting
 will depend to a large extent on

 the relationship between these pan
els and the rest of the organization.
 The design of an effective corpo

rate long-range forecasting pro
gram must satisfy the specific needs

 of the corporation at that point in
 time. Thus, theoreticians and prag

matists must be properly balanced
 on the panel.

Perhaps more important than the

 
makeup of the panels, however, is

 the relationship between the fore
casting panels and the rest of the

The authors wish to acknowledge the

 

assistance of Olaf Helmer, Rand Cor
poration; Theodore Gordon, McDonnell
 Douglas Company; and Clifford Craft,

 C. J. Craft Associates.
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EXHIBIT I Important Factors in Selection of Panel of Experts

Judgment Diversity of Participants Imagination

Exhibit 1 iS adapted from the unpublished work of Charles W

 

Williams, Jr., of the National Science Foundation for particular
 application in the World Future Society Washington, DX.
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EXHIBIT 2

corporate office. 

A

 recurring prob 
lem to be anticipated by the fore

cast planner is top management’s
 understandable reluctance to re

linquish any personal control over
 planning the corporation’s future

 operations. Often, the forecasting
 groups are mistakenly identified by

 top management as performing
 planning and decision making func

tions. Thus, the forecast program
 and related organizational require

ments must be designed so as to
 demonstrate to top management

 that the sole purpose of the fore
casting panels is to provide the

 planners and decision makers with
 pertinent information, not to de
termine the corporations’ destiny

 themselves.

Planning organization

An organization of the forecast



ing, planning, and operations
 groups that has proved to be effec

tive is shown in Exhibit 2 on this
 page.

The forecasting panels begin the

 
program by exploring some prede

termined subject related to future
 conditions. As the forecast process

 proceeds, the forecast information
 is submitted to the analytic group,

Corporate Forecasting and Planning Organization

which maintains constant control

 

over its quality (e.g., its realism
 and validity). Although the mem

bers of the analytic group must
 exercise extreme care to avoid in
troducing their own biases, such
 information control reduces the
 risk of ineffectual corporate plans

 and wasted executive time arising
 from the planning of corporate ac

tions around low-quality forecast
 information.

Once organized by the analytic

 
group, the final forecast informa

tion is reviewed by the implemen
tation group, usually made up of

 high-level line managers. The re
sulting suggestions from this group

 on validity, content, and recom
mended usage and the finalized

 forecast information are then sub
mitted to the high-level executive
 planning committee. Specific long-

 range and short-range plans and
 strategies commensurate with ac
ceptable forecast information are
 then drafted by this group. The

 resulting plans and strategies are
 then transmitted to the implemen

tation group for translation into
 action plans to be carried out by
 the various functional groups with

in the corporation.
Organizing the forecasting proc



ess in this manner provides the

 

corporate planners with a maxi
mum of relevant information while
 reserving their authority to plan
 and make decisions on behalf of

 the corporation. Furthermore, such
 an approach provides the necessary

 coordination, participation, and
 commitment within the corporation
 to assure the effective translation

 of sound ideas into corporate ben
efits.

Practical application

The concepts involved in design



ing and implementing the Delphi
 Technique in long-range forecast

ing programs are now being ap
plied in several industrial and gov

ernmental organizations. It may
 therefore be useful to examine in

 detail the application of this tech
nique to two important facets of

 long-range forecasting: exploration
 of a firm’s future external environ

ment and development of evolu
tionary product lines.

External environment

Corporations today are particu



larly concerned with gaining in
sight into future technological,

 socioeconomic, and demographic
 developments that will have sub

stantial impacts on their product
 lines, financial strategies, and socio-

 technical systems. By developing
 insights into these future events,

 these organizations are better able
 to set long-range objectives and
 establish plans and strategies that
 will optimize their chances of

 achieving their objectives.
An effective method of exploring

 
corporate opportunities and re

quirements in light of changing en
vironmental conditions is to estab
lish three forecasting panels of
 experts. These would focus on

•

 

Expected future environmental  
conditions

•

 

Corporate long-range and short-  
range objectives

•

 

Corporate strategies and pro 
grams for achieving these objec

tives in light of expected future
 conditions.

40 Management Services
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EXHIBIT 3 Forecasting the Corporate Environment

Forecasting Phase Planning and Control PhaseForecast Preparation Phase

Each panel is, of course, provided

 

with the forecast results of the
 other panels 

as
 the forecasting pro 

ceeds and is encouraged to com
ment on the estimates and reason

ing of the other panels. In this
 manner, each panel is provided

 with the maximum of relevant in
formation for pursuing its own par

ticular objectives. The integration
 of these three forecasting panels is

 illustrated in Exhibit 3 above.

Feedback loop included

The unique concepts in the ex



hibit are those associated with the
 forecasting phase. A feedback loop

 is introduced in this phase to dem
onstrate the reciprocal flow of in



formation between the forecasting

 

panels of experts exploring the
 various facets of the subject mat

ter. During the planning and con
trol phase, the forecast information

 generated during the forecasting
 phase is organized into logical sce

narios of future conditions and re
lated corporate opportunities and
 requirements. Corporate planners

 then utilize this information to de
velop alternate plans and strategies

 by which the corporation can best
 meet its objectives and adjust, on a

 timely basis, to important future
 conditions. Various cost/benefit/

 effectiveness analyses of alternate
 plans and strategies are then con

ducted, and desirable alternatives
 are selected for implementation.

Finally, the selected alternatives

 

are implemented, monitored, and
 modified over time.

Not one-time project

It is important to note that this

 

forecasting and planning progress
 is not a “one-time-only” activity;

 rather, all three phases of the proc
ess must be reactivated periodi

cally to uncover and adjust to
 changing environmental and cor

porate conditions that render pre
vious objectives, plans, and strate
gies obsolete. The dynamic nature

 of environmental and corporate
 processes requires such periodic re

assessment and adjustment, no
 matter how effectively the forecast

November-December, 1968 41

Collection of

 

Pertinent
 Existing

 Information

• Population Trends
• Urban Development
• State of Economy
• International Relations
• Technological Break

 

throughs

Panel One

 

Future Environment
 Expected Techno

logical, Socio
economic, Demo

graphic, and
 Political Environ

ment Pertinent to
 the Firm

Scenario Con



struction of
 Expected Future

 Conditions and
 Corporate

 Opportunities

Feedback

Selection of
Forecasting Respondents

• Interdisciplinary

 

as required

Panel Two

 

Corporate Long-
 and Short Range

 Objectives and
 Goals

Testing and

 

Evaluation of
 Alternative

 Corporate Plans
 and Strategies

Selection of

 

Optimal Cor
porate Plans and

 Strategies to
 Achieve Corpo

rate Objectives

Monitoring

 

Results of
 Implemented

 Plans and
 Strategies

Implementation

 

of Corporate
 Plans and

 Strategies

Modification of

 

Implemented
 Corporate Plans

 and Strategies
Formulation of

 
Alternate Cor

porate Plans and
 Strategies from

 Forecast
 Information

Feedback

Documentation

 

of Forecasting
 Process Bound

aries and
 Assumptions

Panel Three

 

Corporate
 Strategies and

 Programs for
 Achieving Short

 Range and long
 Range Objectives

 and Goals

Periodic Re


cycling of the
 Entire Process
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The roadblocks to successful

 

implementation of the
 technique are many. . .

 but organizations that persist
 and develop long-range

 forecasting and planning
 programs are destined to

 reap substantial rewards

and planning functions were con



ducted initially.

Evolutionary product lines

Another application of the Del



phi Technique involves the identi
fication of the series of interrelated

 activities that will carry a new
 product concept through its devel

opmental stage and into final pro
duction. The many research and
 development, production, market

ing, and administrative activities
 required in the new product evo

lutionary process are determined
 by the panel of experts. These ac

tivities and their interrelationships
 are then placed on a time continu

um, working backward from the
 end product. In addition, likely de

rivative products that will or could
 be developed from a specified se

ries of activities during the devel
opmental process are identified. In

 effect, this process involves the de
velopment of inverse PERT charts

 depicting the developmental activi
ties of a proposed product.4 The
 forecasting panel begins with the
 fully developed product and pro

ceeds to identify all activities re
quired to develop the product from

 the current capabilities and sup
porting technologies of the firm

 and the industry. The resulting
 time-sequenced series of interre

lated events provides corporate
 planners with the necessary infor

mation for deciding on the feasi
bility, the costs, and the benefits of

 proposed new products. Also, such
 information allows the planner to

 determine the effects of various
 levels of effort that might be de

voted to developing the new prod
uct. Finally, after such continual

 analysis, the network of develop
mental events provides the corpo

rate planner with the necessary
 visibility for answering resource

 allocation questions related to re
source amount, resource type, and
 timing of the allocation and for
 

4 For a detailed discussion of this inno



vative approach see 
“

New Products:  
Selling 

a
 Timetable,” Business Week,  

May 27, 1967, pp. 52-61.

monitoring the results achieved

 

through such allocations.

Forecasting importance

It seems evident that long-range

 

forecasting as a major support
 function to corporate planning will

 continue to increase in importance.
 Realizing that corporate survival in

 the future will depend on effective
 planning, corporations are begin

ning to adopt more elaborate and
 sophisticated forecasting programs.

 It therefore seems timely and ap
propriate to consider the adoption
 of the Delphi Technique as an
 effective group technique for long-

 range forecasting.

Advantages—difficulties

This article has examined the ad



vantages and caveats of adopting
 the Delphi Technique for this pur

pose. In particular, the selection 
of the panel of experts and the or

ganizational relationships between
 the panels and the corporate plan

ners and strategic decision makers
 were explored. The roadblocks to

 the successful implementation of
 the technique are many. Although

 the forecasting may be effective,
 translating the resulting informa

tion into action plans that are sub
sequently implemented is a formid

able task. Busy executives often
 claim that the resulting forecasts

 and plans are outside the main
stream of their activities and thus

 must be assigned lower priority
 than immediate problems. The

 screening of forecast information
 for use in corporate planning is

 also a most difficult process.

The future

In spite of these difficulties, the

 

organizations that persist and de
velop effective long-range forecast
ing and planning programs are
 destined to reap substantial re

wards for their efforts. Firms with
out such programs may not expe

rience the competitive pinch in the
 short run, but the long-run effects

 of this oversight may prove to be
 devastating.

42 Management
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